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SAC, NEW YORK (100-22751)

LEON BERGER
THREAT AGAINST THE PRESIDENT

Re NY airtel to Bureau captioned "LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka, IS-R-CUBA", dated 12/7/64, and airtel to NY, 12/9/64.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 5 copies of an LHM reflecting information regarding captioned individual.

One copy of the LHM is being forwarded by NYO to local office of Secret Service.

Information copy also being furnished to Denver Office in view of their interest in this matter.

Reliable source referred to herein is RN-413, and information received from this source was obtained from NY closed file 100-81653 serial 443, page 72, which serial is a NY report of SA GERALD A. Mccarville dated 8/12/64 and captioned "Lt. Colonel GUSTAV ALEF-DULKONIUK, csn; 3021-017, ESPO in-001."

Enclosed LHM is being classified "Confidential" since unauthorized disclosure of information contained herein could possibly result in revealing bureau interest in an official establishment of a foreign country.
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